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Abstract: A dielectric barrier discharge plasma actuator was employed to reduce the passage vortex
generated in a turbine cascade. This study focused on the burst mode drive of a plasma actuator
and examined the relationship between flow field changes and the burst ratio and frequency. The
non-dimensionalized burst frequency was fixed at F+ = 1.26, and the burst ratio was varied from
0.01 (1% operation) to 1 (100% operation, continuous mode). Generally, an increase in the burst ratio
weakens the passage vortex, and the center of the passage vortex moves more toward the upper
endwall surface and blade suction surface side. However, the velocity distribution, secondary flow
streamlines, turbulence intensity distribution, and vorticity distribution did not change proportionally
with changes in the burst ratio. Furthermore, the burst ratio was fixed at BR = 0.5, and the non-
dimensional burst frequency varied from F+ = 0.013 to 62.9. Low burst frequencies led to a decrease
in the peak velocity of the passage vortex, vorticity at the passage vortex center, and negative peak
vorticity; however, an increase in the distance of the center of the passage vortex from the upper
endwall surface and the turbulence intensity at the vortex center was observed. In contrast, high burst
frequencies resulted in a decrease in the position of the vortex center and the turbulence intensity of
the passage vortex center, while the peak velocity of the passage vortex, vorticity at the vortex center,
and negative peak vorticity increased. The non-dimensionalized burst frequency around F+ = 1 is
appropriate because both effects are balanced.

Keywords: plasma actuator; burst mode operation; turbine blade; secondary flow; passage vortex;
active flow control; particle image velocimetry

1. Introduction

Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma actuators are attracting attention as active
flow control devices. Their features include a simple structure without mechanical moving
parts; this offers flexibility of installation and high response speed owing to the electrical
control. Figure 1 shows a plasma actuator consisting of two electrodes separated by a
dielectric material. In general, the two electrodes are arranged asymmetrically and slightly
overlapped, with one electrode exposed to air and the other embedded in the dielectric
material. Plasma is generated at the end of the surface electrode by applying a high voltage
(ranging approximately between 1 kVp-p and 60 kVp-p) at a high frequency of several kHz
between the electrodes of the plasma actuator. This plasma (ionized air) can exert a body
force on the surrounding air via the gradient of the electric field, which induces a one-way
flow along the surface. Comprehensive reviews of DBD plasma actuators are presented by
Corke et al. [1,2] and Wang et al. [3].

In this study, a high-voltage power amplifier drives the plasma actuator by inputting
a signal from a function generator, which, when adjusted, operates the actuator under
various waveform conditions.
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Figure 1. DBD plasma actuator: (a) schematic diagram; (b) different operation modes (continuous 
and burst modes). 

In this study, a high-voltage power amplifier drives the plasma actuator by inputting 
a signal from a function generator, which, when adjusted, operates the actuator under 
various waveform conditions. 

Plasma actuators are operated under two driving methods: continuous (steady drive) 
and burst (unsteady drive) modes of operation. The voltage waveforms of the continuous 
and burst modes are shown in Figure 1b.  

Several studies have been conducted on the effect of burst mode operation of plasma 
actuators, mainly on the control of flow separation on the suction surface side of a single 
airfoil [4–12]. The flow separation reduction effect is higher in burst mode control than 
that in continuous mode control; the intermittent drive of burst mode operation requires 
less power consumption than continuous mode operation. Generally, the control effect in 
burst mode reaches its maximum as the non-dimensionalized burst frequency F+ (corre-
sponding to the Strouhal number) reaches approximately unity. In contrast, Sato et al. [11] 
used computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to investigate the effect of burst mode control 
of a NACA0015 airfoil over a wide range of Reynolds numbers in the order of 103–106. 
They showed that F+ = 1 becomes the optimal value at some Reynolds numbers (Re = 1.0 
× 104 and 1.6 × 106) owing to the flow separation reduction effect and that F+ = 10 becomes 
the optimal value at some Reynolds numbers (Re = 6.3 × 104 and 2.6 × 105) owing to the 
turbulence promotion effect of the boundary layer. 

In other studies not involving single airfoils, Koide et al. [13], Li et al. [14], and 
Saddoughi et al. [15] applied burst drive control to suppress the separation flow after a 
backward-facing step, suppress the corner separation flow of the compressor cascade, and 
improve the surge margin of a transonic compressor, respectively. 

In turbine blades, plasma actuators provide flow separation reduction on the blade 
suction surface [16–19]. Huang et al. [16] experimentally studied the effect of burst mode 
operation on flow separation control at the suction surface side of a low-pressure turbine 
cascade. Their study revealed that a 10% burst mode drive provided the same separation 
reduction effect as a continuous mode drive, resulting in more efficiency for power 
consumption. In addition, Rizzetta and Visbal [17] compared the continuous mode drive 
and burst mode drives (50%) using CFD and showed that the burst mode drive had a 
higher flow separation reduction effect. 

In contrast, there have only been a few studies on secondary flow control in 
turbomachinery using plasma actuators. Two important secondary flows occur in turbine 
blades [20]: tip leakage and passage vortices. Stephens et al. [21], Van Ness II et al. [22], 
Wang et al. [23], and Yu et al. [24–26] conducted studies using plasma actuators to 
suppress the tip leakage vortex, formed by the flow leaking from the pressure surface side 
to the suction surface side through the tip gap of the turbine rotor blade. All of these 
studies used the continuous mode drive of plasma actuators. Furthermore, a study was 
conducted to suppress passage vortices using a plasma actuator [27]. Figure 2 presents an 
overview of the passage vortex generated in the turbine blade row. The passage vortex is 
a vortex in which the boundary layer upstream of the turbine collides with the leading 
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Figure 1. DBD plasma actuator: (a) schematic diagram; (b) different operation modes (continuous
and burst modes).

Plasma actuators are operated under two driving methods: continuous (steady drive)
and burst (unsteady drive) modes of operation. The voltage waveforms of the continuous
and burst modes are shown in Figure 1b.

Several studies have been conducted on the effect of burst mode operation of plasma
actuators, mainly on the control of flow separation on the suction surface side of a single
airfoil [4–12]. The flow separation reduction effect is higher in burst mode control than that
in continuous mode control; the intermittent drive of burst mode operation requires less
power consumption than continuous mode operation. Generally, the control effect in burst
mode reaches its maximum as the non-dimensionalized burst frequency F+ (corresponding
to the Strouhal number) reaches approximately unity. In contrast, Sato et al. [11] used
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to investigate the effect of burst mode control of a
NACA0015 airfoil over a wide range of Reynolds numbers in the order of 103–106. They
showed that F+ = 1 becomes the optimal value at some Reynolds numbers (Re = 1.0 × 104

and 1.6 × 106) owing to the flow separation reduction effect and that F+ = 10 becomes
the optimal value at some Reynolds numbers (Re = 6.3 × 104 and 2.6 × 105) owing to the
turbulence promotion effect of the boundary layer.

In other studies not involving single airfoils, Koide et al. [13], Li et al. [14], and
Saddoughi et al. [15] applied burst drive control to suppress the separation flow after a
backward-facing step, suppress the corner separation flow of the compressor cascade, and
improve the surge margin of a transonic compressor, respectively.

In turbine blades, plasma actuators provide flow separation reduction on the blade
suction surface [16–19]. Huang et al. [16] experimentally studied the effect of burst mode
operation on flow separation control at the suction surface side of a low-pressure turbine
cascade. Their study revealed that a 10% burst mode drive provided the same separation
reduction effect as a continuous mode drive, resulting in more efficiency for power con-
sumption. In addition, Rizzetta and Visbal [17] compared the continuous mode drive and
burst mode drives (50%) using CFD and showed that the burst mode drive had a higher
flow separation reduction effect.

In contrast, there have only been a few studies on secondary flow control in tur-
bomachinery using plasma actuators. Two important secondary flows occur in turbine
blades [20]: tip leakage and passage vortices. Stephens et al. [21], Van Ness II et al. [22],
Wang et al. [23], and Yu et al. [24–26] conducted studies using plasma actuators to suppress
the tip leakage vortex, formed by the flow leaking from the pressure surface side to the
suction surface side through the tip gap of the turbine rotor blade. All of these studies used
the continuous mode drive of plasma actuators. Furthermore, a study was conducted to
suppress passage vortices using a plasma actuator [27]. Figure 2 presents an overview of
the passage vortex generated in the turbine blade row. The passage vortex is a vortex in
which the boundary layer upstream of the turbine collides with the leading edge of the
turbine blade. The inlet boundary layer rolls up to form a horseshoe vortex, which moves to
the suction surface side of the adjacent blade; the vortex further develops while adding the
endwall boundary layer inside the blade row. All studies applying these plasma actuators
to the suppression of secondary flow in the turbine blade row have used continuous mode
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drive control, and, so far, no study has been published using a plasma actuator in burst
mode drive for secondary flow control.
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Figure 2. Passage vortex generated in turbine blades.

This is a continuation of my previous work on the use of plasma actuators that reduce
the passage vortex of a linear turbine cascade [27]. This study aims to examine the effects
of the burst mode operation of plasma actuators.

2. Experimental Method
2.1. Wind Tunnel and Linear Turbine Cascade

Figure 3 shows the measurement section of the linear turbine cascade. As shown in
Figure 3a, the airflow coming from the blower of the small blowing-type wind tunnel was
sent through a contraction nozzle to the measurement section, where a linear turbine cas-
cade with six blades was installed. The secondary flow velocity distributions downstream
of the turbine cascade were measured using two-dimensional particle image velocimetry
(PIV) with a measurement area of 56.1 mm× 44.5 mm. It should be noted that the measured
velocity did not include the mainstream velocity component (velocity component perpen-
dicular to the PIV measurement plane) because of two velocity component measurements.
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frames using conventional cross-correlation algorithms on a 32 × 32 pixel grid. Three 
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Figure 3. Test section of the linear turbine cascade: (a) overall view; (b) top view and blade geometry.

Figure 3b shows the tip view and blade geometry of the measurement section. The
plasma actuator was installed 10 mm upstream of the leading edge of the cascade. This was
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located 20% upstream of the axial blade chord length using a non-dimensionalized blade
axial chord length (Z/Cax = −0.20), which is an optimal installation position, as established
in a previous study [27]. The measurement range of PIV, indicated by the green line, was
located exactly between the three blade passages.

Table 1 lists the specifications of the linear turbine cascade. The blade was shaped
based on the blade hub section of the annular turbine cascade [28].

Table 1. Specifications of the linear turbine cascade.

Parameter Symbol Value

Number of blades N 6
Chord length C 58.65 mm

Axial chord length Cax 49.43 mm
Blade height H 75.00 mm
Blade pitch S 35.47 mm

Inlet flow angle α1 51.86◦

Outlet flow angle α2 58.74◦

Turning angle α1 + α2 110.60◦

Stagger angle ξ 33.43◦

The rotational velocity of the wind tunnel blower was maintained at a constant value
of 225 Hz, where the inlet and outlet velocities of the linear turbine cascade were 3.9 and
4.7 m/s and the Reynolds number based on the outlet freestream velocity and blade chord
length of the linear turbine cascade was 1.8 × 104. The inlet and outlet velocities were
sufficiently stable when the rotating speed of the blower was maintained constant.

2.2. PIV Measurements and Data Processing

PIV was employed to quantify the two-dimensional velocity fields at the outlet of
the linear turbine cascade using a 15 mJ/pulse, double-pulsed Nd-YAG laser (NANO
S30-15PIV, Litron Laser Ltd., Rugby, Warwickshire, United Kingdom). Atomized dioctyl
sebacate (DOS) oil with a mean particle diameter of 1 µm was injected upstream of the
blower of the wind tunnel via a pressurized oil chamber (LSG-500, Kanomax Japan Inc.,
Suita, Osaka, Japan). Flow image pairs were captured using a camera (PIV CAM 13-8,
TSI Inc., Shoreview, Minnesota, USA) with a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels and a frame
rate of 3.75 Hz. PIV software (Insight Ver. 3.53, TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN, USA) was used
to calculate the velocity vectors from the peak correlation of groups of particles between
frames using conventional cross-correlation algorithms on a 32 × 32 pixel grid. Three
hundred instantaneous velocity pairs obtained via PIV were used to analyze the time-
averaged velocity distributions. From a preliminary experiment, 200 instantaneous velocity
pairs or more were sufficient for data averaging. The number of PIV image pairs (300 pairs)
was limited by the capacity of the random access memory (RAM) of the computer used.
The image pairs were measured in 80 s (=300 pairs/3.75 Hz), and the storage time from
RAM to a hard disk was approximately 90 s. Therefore, the PIV measurement time per
parameter was approximately 3 min.

Average velocity, UXY, was calculated as follows:

UXY =
(√

UX
2 + UY

2
)

/UFS,out (1)

where UX and UY are the horizontal and vertical velocity components.
Turbulence intensity, TuXY, was also calculated as follows:

TuXY (%) = 100×

√uX
′2 + uY

′2

2

/UFS,out (2)
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where uX
′ and uY

′ are the random velocity fluctuation components in the X and Y directions,
respectively.

The velocity and turbulence intensity were non-dimensionalized by a 4.7 m/s freestream
velocity at the turbine outlet, UFS,out.

The vorticity component, ΩXY, was calculated as follows:

ΩXY (1/s) =
∂UY

∂X
− ∂UX

∂Y
(3)

2.3. Plasma Actuator

Figure 4 shows a photograph and the cross-sectional structure of the plasma actuator,
which was created by a printed circuit board (PCB) process [27]. The exposed top and
encapsulated bottom electrodes were designed using computer-aided design software
(AutoCAD LT 2014, Autodesk Inc., San Rafael, CA, USA) and were formed by etching a
double-sided copper-clad laminate with a dielectric barrier layer made of silicone resin
(CS-3975A, Risho Kogyo Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan). The thicknesses of the copper exposed
and encapsulated electrodes and the silicone resin dielectric barrier were 0.018 mm and
0.44 mm, respectively. The span-wise width of electrodes was designed to be 150 mm,
while the streamwise lengths of the exposed and encapsulated electrodes were 5 mm and
15 mm, respectively. As shown in Figure 4, the electrodes were arranged asymmetrically
in the streamwise direction and overlapped by 0.5 mm in order to generate uniform DBD
plasma near one edge of the side of the exposed electrode.
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DBD plasma actuator.

Plasma actuators were driven by a high-voltage power amplifier (HAPS-10B40, Mat-
susada Precision, Inc., Kusatsu, Shiga, Japan). Inputting the arbitrary waveform produced
by a multifunction generator (WF1974, NF Corp., Yokohama, Kanagawa, Japan) amplifies
the input signal a thousandfold. In this experiment, the shape of the excitation waveform
was sinusoidal. The amplitude of the peak-to-peak input voltage of the plasma actuator
was fixed at 12 kVp-p, and the input voltage frequency was fixed at 10 kHz. Regarding
the durability of the plasma actuator used, the limitation of the input voltage was ap-
proximately 15 kVp-p. When applying 15 kVp-p, the plasma actuator broke occasionally.
However, under the input voltage of 14 kVp-p, the plasma actuator showed no instances of
breaking at a total accumulated operating time of over 8 h. In the case of continuous mode
operation, the maximum absolute velocity induced by the plasma actuator was 3.8 m/s,
and the power consumption per plasma actuator unit length (1 m) in continuous mode op-
eration was 166 W/m. The power consumption was measured by the voltage–charge (V-Q)
Lissajous method [29,30]. In the case of burst mode operation, the power consumption was
proportional to the burst ratio (defined in Section 2.4.2) [31].
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2.4. Burst Mode Operation Conditions
2.4.1. Burst Waveform

Figure 5 shows a diagram of the burst waveform. One sine wave (red line) becomes
the base sine wave, and one burst wave (blue line) contains the incorporated continuous
operation sine waves (Ton) and non-operation time (Toff).
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The burst frequency is defined as follows:

fburst =
1

Tburst
(4)

2.4.2. Burst Ratio

Table 2 lists the various burst ratios for each burst mode experiment. The input voltage
of the plasma actuator was fixed at Vp-p = 12 kV. The base frequency, burst frequency, and
non-dimensionalized frequency were fixed at f base = 10,000 Hz, f burst = 100 Hz, and F+ =
1.26, respectively (the definition of F+ is described in Section 2.4.3). The burst ratio BR is
defined as follows:

BR =
Ton

Tburst
= Ton × fburst (5)

Table 2. Burst mode operation at various burst ratios at fixed Vp-p = 12 kV, f base = 10,000 Hz, f burst =
100 Hz, and F+ = 1.26.

Burst Ratio,
BR

Operation
Number of Sine

Waves at One
Burst Cycle

Non-Operation
Number of Sine

Waves at One
Burst Cycle

Operation Time
at One

Burst Cycle,
Ton (ms)

Non-Operation
Time at One
Burst Cycle,

Toff (ms)

0.01 1 99 0.1 9.9
0.02 2 98 0.2 9.8
0.05 5 95 0.5 9.5
0.1 10 90 1 9
0.2 20 80 2 8
0.3 30 70 3 7
0.4 40 60 4 6
0.5 50 50 5 5
0.6 60 40 6 4
0.7 70 30 7 3
0.8 80 20 8 2
0.9 90 10 9 1

1 (continuance) 100 0 − −

The burst ratio was varied by changing the number of sine waves operating in each
burst cycle. The experiment was carried out by adjusting the 13 burst ratios from 0.01
(operation ratio of 1%) to 1 (operation ratio of 100%, continuous operation).
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2.4.3. Burst Frequency

Table 3 lists the burst frequencies during the experiment. The input voltage, base
frequency, and burst ratio were fixed at 12 kVp-p, f base = 10,000 Hz, and 0.5 (50% operation).
The number of operating sine waves (the number of non-operating sine waves was also
the same) of one burst cycle was changed to eight types between 1 and 5000 pulses.
Consequently, the burst frequency varied over a wide range of f burst = 1–5000 Hz. Here,
the non-dimensionalized burst frequency F+ was used. F+ was non-dimensionalized using
the freestream velocity at the blade outlet, UFS,out, and the blade chord length, C.

Table 3. Burst mode operation at various burst frequencies at fixed Vp-p = 12 kV, f base = 10,000 Hz,
BR = 0.5.

Burst Ratio,
BR

Operation
Number of Sine
Waves in One

Burst Cycle

Non-Operation
Number of Sine
Waves in One

Burst Cycle

Operation
Time at One
Burst Cycle,

Ton (ms)

Non-Operation
Time at One
Burst Cycle,

Toff (ms)

Burst
Frequency,
Fburst [Hz]

Non-
Dimensionalized
Burst Frequency,

F+

0.5

5000 5000 500 500 1 0.013
1000 1000 100 100 5 0.063
500 500 50 50 10 0.126
100 100 10 10 50 0.629
50 50 5 5 100 1.26
10 10 1 1 500 6.29
5 5 0.5 0.5 1000 12.6
1 1 0.1 0.1 5000 62.9

The non-dimensionalized burst frequency F+ is defined as follows:

F+ = fburst ×
C

UFS,out
(6)

The non-dimensionalized burst frequency roughly shows the number of burst wave-
forms that occur when the freestream flows within a blade passage. For example, a burst
frequency of F+ = 1 indicates that a burst wave occurs approximately once when the
freestream flows within one blade passage. The experiment was carried out by adjusting
the eight non-dimensionalized burst frequencies of F+ = 0.013–62.9.

Figure 6 shows examples of the burst waveforms. Figure 6a–d show the continuous
drive wave (BR = 1) and the waveforms of F+ = 6.29, 12.6, and 62.9 (BR = 0.5). The red
waveform in the figure shows the burst waveform for one burst time.
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3. Experimental Results and Discussion

Figure 7 shows an enlargement of the PIV measurement cross-section position shown
in Figure 3a. The passages between the three blades of the turbine cascade were measured.
Passages 1, 2, and 3 were located inside the blade, at the blade exit, and downstream of
the blade, respectively. A plasma actuator was installed on the endwall upstream of the
leading edge of the blade. The direction of flow induced by the plasma actuator is also
shown in the figure.
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3.1. Effects of Burst Ratio

Figure 8 shows the velocity distribution, including the velocity peak values, at the
linear turbine cascade outlet when the burst ratio of the plasma actuator was changed.

Figure 8a shows the velocity distribution at the no-control condition as a baseline. A
large clockwise passage vortex (PV in the figure) was observed at each passage, and the
secondary flow was strengthened when the passage vortex collided with the blade suction
surface side. The peak velocities of passages 1,2, and 3 at the inside of the blade, the blade
exit, and downstream were 0.321, 0.289, and 0.205, respectively. The peak velocity of the
passage vortex decreased as the vortex moved downstream.

Figure 8b–n show the velocity distributions when the burst ratio was changed as the
plasma actuator was operated. As shown in Figure 8b–d, the peak velocity due to passage
vortices in each blade decreased at very small drive conditions of 0.01–0.05 (operation of
1–5%). As seen in Figure 8e, with a burst ratio of 0.1 (10%), in passage 1 inside the blade, the
high-velocity region moved to the top endwall side, and the location of the peak velocity
moved to the endwall side. The peak velocity increased consecutively. This is because
the interference between the vortex and the wall surface was strengthened by moving the
position of the passage vortex to the endwall side. As seen in Figure 8f–j, with a burst ratio
of 0.2–0.6 (20–60%), the high-velocity region of passage 1 gradually moved to the endwall.
As seen in Figure 8k–n, with a burst ratio of 0.7–1 (70–100%), the high-velocity region of
passage 1 moved from the endwall to the blade pressure side, and the peak location of the
velocity also moved to the blade pressure side.

Figure 9 shows the peak velocity (local maximum velocity) of the passage vortex
at various burst ratios shown in Figure 8. In passage 1 at the blade interior, shown in
Figure 9a, a peak velocity decrease of 6% was observed at a very low BR of 0.05 (5%
operation). Although the peak velocity increased temporarily at BR = 0.2, it decreased
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gradually after BR = 0.2. The decrease in the peak velocity was up to 54% at BR = 0.9.
At BR = 1, as shown in Figure 8n, the velocity reduction effect was slightly weaker than
that at BR = 0.9 because the velocity peak increased at the blade pressure side of the
endwall. In passage 2 at the blade outlet, shown in Figure 9b, a peak velocity decrease
of 7% was observed at a very low BR of 0.02 (2% operation). After increasing once at
BR = 0.1, the peak velocity gradually decreased, and the peak velocity at BR = 1 decreased
by 64%. In passage 3 at the blade downstream, as shown in Figure 9c, the peak velocity
decreased by 3% at BR = 0.02, and then, at BR = 0.1, it became virtually the same value
as in the no-control case. Thereafter, the peak velocity gradually decreased until BR = 0.5,
and it became approximetely flat above BR = 0.5. A peak velocity decrease of 38% was
maintained thereafter.
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Figure 9. Peak velocity of passage vortex at various burst ratios.

Figure 10 shows the streamlines of the secondary flow at each burst ratio, which shows
the center position of the passage vortex. The locations of the passage vortices are shown
in each figure. Figure 10a shows the case with no flow control as a baseline. There were
clockwise passage vortices in each passage, and their center positions were Y = 13 mm,
Y = 16 mm, and Y = 15 mm in passages 1, 2, and 3, respectively. As seen in Figure 10b–d,
there was little change in the vortex center position at BR = 0.01–0.05. In contrast, as shown
in Figure 10e, at BR = 0.1, the center position of the passage vortex rose on the endwall side
as BR increased. As seen in Figure 10j, a small counterclockwise vortex was generated on
the blade suction side on the lower side of the passage vortex for BR = 0.6. An increase in
the burst ratio resulted in a larger counterclockwise vortex.

Figure 11 shows plots of the center position of the passage vortex, as shown in
Figure 10. The center positions at no control and continuous flow control (BR = 1) are
shown as black circles and white circles, respectively. Through continuous flow control,
the center position of the passage vortex moved to the uppermost endwall side. In the
burst operation cases, as the burst ratio increased, it gradually moved from the position
of no control to the position of continuous flow control. The moving volume of the center
position of the passage vortex by the flow control of the plasma actuator increased as the
position moved downstream from passages 1, 2, and 3 at the blade inside, blade exit, and
blade downstream, respectively.
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Figure 11. Plots of center positions of passage vortex at various burst ratios.

Figure 12 shows changes in the vertical direction (Y-direction) position of the vortex
center shown in Figure 11. At passage 1 at the blade interior, shown in Figure 12a, the
distance with the upper endwall surface at BR = 0.2 decreased by 35% compared with the
baseline. This value is approximately the same as the decrease at the continuous operation
of BR = 1. In passage 2 at the blade exit, as shown in Figure 12b, the larger the burst ratio,
the more closely the vortex center approached the upper endwall surface. In continuous
operation (BR = 1), the distance between the wall surface and the vortex center decreased
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by 43%. This tendency was more pronounced in passage 3 at the blade downstream, as
shown in Figure 12c. The vortex center location at passage 3 varied steeply at a burst ratio
between 0.4 and 0.6. This tendency is also clearly confirmed in Figure 11. The distance
between the endwall and the vortex center decreased by as much as 71% at BR = 0.9.
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Figure 12. Center position of passage vortex at various burst ratios.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of the turbulence intensity at each burst ratio.
Figure 13a shows the results without flow control. In each passage, the turbulence in-
tensity was high at the center of the passage vortex. In passage 1 inside the blade, the
turbulence intensity was 14.9% around Y = 20 mm, where the passage vortex hit the blade
suction side and rolled up, and the turbulence intensity was higher than that of the vortex
center. On the lower side, at Y = 25 mm, a region with high turbulence intensity was
generated along the spanwise direction of the blade suction surface side, and the maximum
turbulence intensity was 15.6%. The high turbulence intensity region along the blade
suction surface side was caused by the separation of the boundary layer on the blade
suction surface. Owing to the low Reynolds number condition, the horizontal width of the
region of the high turbulence intensity caused by the flow separation was approximately
one third of the blade pitch. At passage 2, the turbulence intensity at which the passage
vortex rolled up from the blade suction surface was 13.5%, which was slightly weaker than
that at passage 1. Similarly, the maximum turbulence intensity weakened to 12.6% in the
region with high turbulence intensity, owing to the boundary layer separation.

Figure 13b shows the result of the plasma actuator being controlled by a burst ratio
of 1% (BR = 0.01). Compared to Figure 13a, each peak value of the turbulence intensity
decreased, and it could be confirmed that it was effective even with only 1% operation
of the plasma actuator. Up to a burst ratio of 0.2, as shown in Figure 13c–f, there was no
significant change in the value of the maximum turbulence intensity, but the location of
the maximum turbulence intensity moved to the upper endwall side. This appeared to be
accompanied by the movement of the center position of the passage vortex to the upper
endwall surface, as shown in Figure 11. As shown in Figure 13g, in passage 1 inside the
blade, the position of the maximum turbulence intensity due to the passage vortex hardly
changed, but the strength of the maximum turbulence intensity gradually decreased. In
passage 2 at the blade exit and passage 3 at the blade downstream, the position of the
maximum turbulence intensity of the passage vortex moved to the upper endwall side, and
the strength of the turbulence intensity gradually weakened. In contrast, the separation
region on the blade suction surface observed in passage 1 had a nearly constant strength
of maximum turbulence intensity and maintained a value of approximately 16%. This
separation region existed up to approximately Y = 30 mm at no control; however, when the
burst ratio was increased at flow control, it extended upward to approximately Y = 20 mm.
This is because the flow separation region expanded by weakening the passage vortex.
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Figure 14 shows how the turbulence intensity at the center position of the passage
vortex of Figure 13 changes with the burst ratio. According to Figure 14a, at the blade
interior, there was no change from no control (BR = 0) to BR = 0.2, and it was virtually
constant around 13%. At BR = 0.3 or higher, the turbulence intensity of the vortex center
gradually decreased as the burst ratio increased. At BR = 0.9, a decrease of up to 49% was
observed. According to Figure 14b, at the blade exit, no effect was observed until BR = 0.2;
however, at BR = 0.3 to 0.6, the larger burst ratio resulted in smaller turbulence intensity. At
BR = 0.6 or higher, the turbulence intensity was maintained approximately constant, and
a decrease of up to 37% was observed at BR = 0.8. In passage 3 at the blade downstream,
as shown in Figure 14c, a decrease in the turbulence intensity of 10% was observed at
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BR = 0.02. The turbulence intensity was gradually decreased between BR = 0.1 and 1, and
the turbulence intensity decreased by up to 58% at BR = 1.
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Figure 14. Turbulence intensity at the center of passage vortex at various burst ratios.

Figure 15 shows how the vorticity distribution changes with the burst ratio. At no
control, as shown in Figure 15a, the area of the passage vortex had negative vorticity. The
vorticity at the center of the passage vortex in passages 1, 2, and 3 was −720, −630, and
−500 s−1, respectively. The strength of the negative vorticity decreased as the passage
vortex moved downstream. The negative peak vorticity at passages 1, 2, and 3 was −830,
−690, and −540 s−1, respectively, and their position and peak value were close to those
at the center of the passage vortex. In passage 1, a strong counterclockwise vortex with
positive vorticity occurred when the passage vortex hit the blade suction surface and rolled
up. The maximum positive vorticity at passages 1, 2, and 3 was 1160, 840, and 250 s−1,
respectively, and it weakened rapidly as the counterclockwise vortex moved downstream.

Figure 15b shows the vorticity distribution at flow control of BR = 0.01. Both the
vorticity at the center of the passage vortex and the negative peak vorticity were weaker
than those at the no-control condition. Even plasma actuator operation at a slight burst
ratio suppresses the passage vortex. As shown in Figure 15c, as the burst ratio decreased,
the negative vorticity region decreased and moved to the upper endwall surface side.

In Figure 15, the value of the vorticity at the center of the passage vortex and the value
of the negative peak vorticity are indicated. In the case of no control, as in Figure 15a,
the position where the absolute value of the negative vorticity is the maximum is in close
agreement with the center position of the passage vortex. In contrast, in the case of the
control after Figure 15b, the position where the strength of the negative vorticity is the
maximum peak is separated from the center of the passage vortex. It exists between the
center position of the passage vortex and the upper endwall surface or blade suction surface.
The reason for this is that the passage vortex weakens as the burst ratio increases, owing
to the operation of the plasma actuator, and it approaches the upper endwall side and the
blade suction surface side. Therefore, the interaction between the passage vortex and the
upper endwall surface or the blade suction surface becomes stronger.

Figure 16 shows a negative vorticity at the center position of the passage vortex, as
shown in Figure 15.

As shown in Figure 16a, the magnitude of the vorticity suddenly weakened at a
burst ratio as low as BR = 0.1. The magnitude of vorticity was reduced by as much as
27% at BR = 0.1 (10% operation). Although the absolute value of the vorticity increased
temporarily at BR = 0.2, this seemed to be because the center of the passage vortex moved
to the upper endwall side, and the interference between the vortex and the endwall surface
intensified, as shown in Figure 12a. From BR = 0.2 to 0.5, the strength of the vorticity
rapidly weakened, and it decreased by as much as 67% at BR = 0.6. After BR = 0.6, the
vorticity remained practically constant until BR = 0.8. After BR = 0.8, the strength of the
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vorticity tended to increase gradually, and the decrease became 54% at BR = 1. This seemed
to be due to the fact that the vortex center moved further to the upper endwall side, as
observed in Figure 12a, and the interaction between the passage vortex and the endwall
surface intensified.
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As seen in Figure 16b, the vorticity at flow control of BR = 0.02 (2% operation) was
reduced by 16% from that at no control. Subsequently, the vorticity at BR = 0.1 was increased
by 10%. This is because the vortex center at BR = 0.1 moved to the upper endwall side, as
observed in Figure 11b. Simultaneously, as observed in Figure 12b, the turbulence intensity
at BR = 0.1 was also 9% higher than that at no control. After BR = 0.2, the vorticity gradually
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weakened, and the vorticity at BR = 0.8 was decreased by 70%. At BR = 0.9 and BR = 1,
the vorticity increased slightly, because the center position of the vortex moved further to
the upper endwall side, as shown in Figure 12b, and the interference between the passage
vortex and the endwall surface intensified. This can also be observed from the increase in
the turbulence intensity, as shown in Figure 14b.
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Figure 16. Vorticity at the center of passage vortex at various burst ratios.

As seen in Figure 16c, the vorticity decreased rapidly with very slight operation at
BR = 0.01, and it was reduced by as much as 24% at BR = 0.05. Concurrently, the center
position of the passage vortex shown in Figure 12c moved downward slightly, away from
the upper endwall surface. The magnitude of the vorticity increased slightly at BR = 0.1.
The vortex center position shown in Figure 12c at BR = 0.1 moved to the upper endwall side,
and the interaction between the endwall surface and the vortex was temporarily intensified.
From BR = 0.2 to 0.5, the vorticity gradually decreased. From BR = 0.5 to 0.8, the vorticity
was nearly flat, and at BR = 0.9 or higher, the magnitude of the vorticity decreased again.
The magnitude of the vorticity at BR = 1 was reduced by 66%.

Figure 17 shows the negative peak vorticity shown in Figure 15. The overall trend
is similar to that shown in Figure 16. In Figure 17a, the vorticity from BR = 0 to BR = 0.2
is virtually constant; however, it decreases sharply after BR = 0.2. The magnitude of the
negative peak vorticity decreases by 67% at BR = 0.8. In Figure 17b, the vorticity falls
sharply at BR = 0.02 (19% reduction), and then increases once at BR = 0.1. The vorticity
gradually decreased after BR = 0.2 and showed a decrease of up to 70% at BR = 0.8. In
Figure 17c, the vorticity drops sharply at BR = 0.02 (15% reduction), then slightly increases
at BR = 0.1, gradually decreases after BR = 0.1, and decreases by 56% at BR = 0.7. After
BR = 0.7, the vorticity remains practically constant. Finally, the magnitude of the vorticity
at BR = 1 is slightly increased, and the reduction in the vorticity is 50%.
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As shown in Figures 8–17, the effect of the burst ratio on the burst operation of
the plasma actuator was examined. The higher the burst ratio, the weaker the passage
vortex and the more the passage vortex moves to the upper endwall surface and blade
suction surface side. However, it was clarified that the velocity distribution, streamlines
of the secondary flow, turbulence intensity distribution, and vorticity distribution did
not necessarily change proportionally with the change in the burst ratio and that the
turbulence intensity and vorticity decreased or increased temporarily with the movement
of the passage vortex and the interaction between the passage vortex and the upper
endwall surface.

To consider and discuss the energy consumption during burst mode operation, the
vorticity reduction ratio (VRR) and burst efficiency (ηburst) were analyzed. The analysis
process is illustrated in Figure 18. Figure 18a shows a representation of the vorticity at the
center of the passage vortex in passage 1 at the blade interior at various burst ratios, as
shown in Figure 16a.
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Figure 18. Burst efficiency analyzed by the vorticity at the center of passage vortex in passage 1 at
various burst ratios.

As the first step, VRR was calculated as follows:

VRR =
ΩXY,NC −ΩXY

ΩXY,NC −ΩXY,BR=1
(7)

where ΩXY,NC and ΩXY,BR = 1 are the vorticities at the center of the passage vortex at no
control and in continuous operation mode (BR = 1), respectively. The calculated results
are shown in Figure 18b. In this figure, the vorticity reduction ratio in continuous mode
operation, BR = 1, is set to 1 (100%) as a reference. There were two peaks of VRR. One was
at BR = 0.05 (5% operation), where the VRR becomes 0.46 (46%). The other was at BR = 0.6
(60% operation), where the VRR becomes 1.24 (124%) reduction. These results indicate that
burst mode operation by a few percent results in a larger vorticity reduction, and burst
mode operation with a burst ratio from 50% to 90% results in a higher vorticity reduction
compared with continuous mode operation.

In the second step, the efficiency of the burst mode for the vorticity at the center of the
passage vortex, ηburst, was calculated as follows:

ηburst =

(
ΩXY,NC −ΩXY

ΩXY,NC −ΩXY,BR=1

)
/BR =

VRR
BR

(8)

The calculated results are shown in Figure 18c. Because the electric energy consump-
tion of the plasma actuator in burst mode operation is proportional to the burst ratio [22],
the burst efficiency, ηburst, indicates the efficiency of the vorticity reduction effect consider-
ing the electric energy consumption of the plasma actuator. In Figure 18c, two high peaks
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of burst efficiency are observed. One peak is located at a very low burst ratio of BR = 0.05
(5% operation), where the burst efficiency is as much as 11.54 (1154%), compared with
that in continuous mode operation. The other peak is located at BR = 0.4 (40% operation),
where the burst efficiency is 2.56 (256%). In this figure, the burst efficiency at any burst
ratio is greater than 1 (100%). This result indicates that the burst mode operation of the
plasma actuator is more effective than continuous mode operation in terms of electric
energy consumption.

There is no other study concerning the burst mode operation of plasma actuators for
the reduction of the passage vortex in the turbine blade. Therefore, the results in this study
were compared with burst mode operation for the reduction of the flow separation on the
suction surface of single airfoils. Corke and Post [4] reported that only BR = 0.1 (10%) was
sufficient for the separation control of an airfoil. Bernard et al. [5] also found that the lift
force on an airfoil was enhanced at F+ = 1.0 and BR = 0.06 (6%), while the electric power
consumption was significantly reduced compared to steady actuation. They described that
the momentum transfer at such low BR is presumably reduced compared to larger BR and
continuous operation. The amount of momentum transfer to the boundary layer of the
airfoil is not the primary parameter for effective control. It was suspected that the periodic
perturbations imparted by the plasma discharge drove the performance of the control. With
the passage vortex reduction control of turbine blades in this study, a similar tendency was
observed. There were two peaks in the high burst efficiency of the vorticity reduction at a
very low BR of 0.05 (5%) and at a relatively higher BR of 0.4 (40%). The first peak in high
burst efficiency at low BR is considered to be generated by the perturbation of the inlet
boundary layer of the turbine cascade. Hence, the second peak in high burst efficiency at
high BR is due to the synergistic effect of both the perturbation and momentum transfer to
the inlet boundary layer. These two points offer new perspectives on the active flow control
of the passage vortex in turbomachinery.

3.2. Effects of Burst Frequency

Figure 19 shows the effect of the difference in burst frequency on the measured
velocity distribution.
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movement, the interaction between the passage vortex and the upper endwall becomes 
stronger, and the maximum peak velocity of the secondary flow is generated at the 
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Figure 19. Velocity distributions of secondary flow at the outlet of the linear turbine cascade at
various burst frequencies (BR = 0.5).

Figure 19a shows the velocity distribution with no control, and Figure 19b shows the
velocity distribution with flow control during continuous operation (BR = 1). Figure 19a,b
are the same as Figure 8a,n, respectively.

Figure 19c–j show the velocity distributions when F+ is changed under a 0.5 fixed
burst ratio. In Figure 19c, at the lowest burst ratio, F+ = 0.013, the center position of the
passage vortex is close to that in Figure 19a with no control. However, the peak value of
the velocity of the secondary flow is close to that shown in Figure 19b for the continuous
flow control of BR = 1. As shown in Figure 19d, the center position of the passage vortex
moved to the upper endwall side as the burst frequency increased. Through this movement,
the interaction between the passage vortex and the upper endwall becomes stronger, and
the maximum peak velocity of the secondary flow is generated at the location where the
passage vortex hits the upper endwall surface. In contrast, the interaction between the
passage vortex and blade suction surface side becomes weaker, and the peak value of the
velocity at the location where the passage vortex rolls from the blade suction surface side
tends to be smaller.

Figure 20 shows how the peak value of the velocity generated by the passage vortex in
Figure 19 changes with the burst frequency increase. In each figure, the value at no control
in Figure 19a is shown by the black dash-dot-dash line, and the value at flow control by the
continuous operation, BR = 1, in Figure 19b is shown by the black dash-dot-dot-dash line.
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Figure 20. Peak velocity of passage vortex at various burst frequencies (BR = 0.5).

In Figure 20a, at the lower burst frequency of F+ = 0.013–0.126, the peak velocity is
reduced more than that at no control, and a reduction of 34% is observed at F+ = 0.126,
which is closest to the baseline (represented by the black dash-dot-dot-dash line) at the
continuous operation of BR = 1. When the burst frequency was F+ = 0.126–6.29, the
peak value of the velocity tended to increase with the burst frequency. This is because,
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as observed in Figure 19, the center position of the passage vortex moved to the upper
endwall side, and the interaction between the vortex and endwall surface became stronger.
Hence, at F+ = 6.29–62.9, the peak value of the velocity was nearly constant.

In Figure 20b, the same tendency as in passage 1 is observed. At F+ = 0.013–0.063,
the reduction in the peak value of the velocity was large, and a reduction of as much as
59% was observed, which is quite close to the value of continuous flow control (BR = 1).
At F+ = 0.063–6.29, the peak velocity due to passage vortices gradually increased; then, at
F+ = 6.29–62.9, the peak velocity was nearly constant.

In Figure 20c, at the burst frequency F+ = 0.063–1.26, the peak velocity is virtually
constant, and the value is coincident with that during continuous operation (BR = 1). The
peak velocity was reduced by up to 41%. Above F+ = 1.26, the peak velocity gradually
increased. The peak velocity at F+ = 62.9 was nearly in the middle position between no
control and continuous flow control.

In any passage, the peak velocity tended to increase as the burst frequency increased.
This is because the passage vortex moved to the upper endwall side as the burst fre-
quency increased, and the interaction between the passage vortex and endwall surface
became stronger.

Figure 21 shows the streamlines of the secondary flow when the burst frequency
changes. Figure 21a,b show the streamline distributions with no control and continuous
flow control, respectively, and are the same as Figure 10a,n. Figure 21c,j show the results
when the burst frequency was changed. As the burst frequency increased, the center
position of the passage vortex moved to the upper endwall side.
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Figure 22 shows a plot of the center position of the passage vortex shown in Figure 21.
The black circle in the figure shows the vortex center with no control, and the white circle
shows the vortex center during continuous operation (BR = 1). The center position at the
lowest burst frequency, F+ = 0.063 (red circle), is closest to that of the no-control case (black
circle). As the burst frequency increased, the center position gradually approached that of
the continuous operation flow control (white circle). When passages 1–3 are compared, the
movement to the upper endwall side of the vortex center location increases as the vortex
moves downstream at passage 1 inside the blade, passage 2 at the blade exit, and passage 3
at the blade downstream, which means that the flow control effect of the plasma actuator
becomes higher downstream.
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Figure 22. Plots of center positions of passage vortex at various burst frequencies (BR = 0.5).

Figure 23 shows how the vertical distance (Y-coordinate) from the upper endwall sur-
face at the center position of the passage vortex in Figure 22 changes with the burst frequency.
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Figure 23. Center position of passage vortex at various burst frequencies (BR = 0.5).

In Figure 23a, at the lowest burst frequency of F+ = 0.013, the center position of the
passage vortex is far from the upper endwall surface, and it is close to the center position
with no control. At a burst frequency of F+ = 0.013–0.629, a higher burst frequency results
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in a smaller distance between the vortex center position and the upper endwall surface.
At F+ = 0.629, the distance between the vortex center and the upper endwall surface was
reduced by 26%, and it was close to the vortex center position in continuous flow control
(BR = 1). At a burst frequency of F+ = 1.26 or higher, the vortex center position remained
virtually constant.

In Figure 23b, the vortex center position at F+ = 0.013 is practically the same as that at
no control. As the burst frequency increased, the vortex center position gradually moved
to the upper endwall side, and at F+ = 12.6, the distance between the vortex center and the
endwall decreased by 43% compared with that at no control, and it became the same as
that at continuous flow control (BR = 1). Subsequently, it maintained the same value at
F+ = 62.9.

Figure 23c shows that Y had the largest value at F+ = 0.013. As the burst frequency
increased, the vortex center position gradually moved to the upper endwall side. At
F+ = 6.29, Y decreased by as much as 57% compared with Y at no control. After F+ = 12.6, Y
tended to increase slightly.

Figure 24 shows how the turbulence intensity distribution changes with the change
in burst frequency. Figure 24a,b are the same as Figure 13a,n at no control (BR = 0) and
continuous flow control (BR = 1), respectively.
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Figure 24c–j show the distributions of the turbulence intensity when the burst fre-
quency F+ is changed under conditions where the burst ratio is fixed at 0.5. When the
smallest burst frequency of F+ = 0.013 is used, as shown in Figure 24c, the turbulence
intensity distribution is closer to that with no control, shown in Figure 24a, than that with
continuous flow control, as shown in Figure 24b. As shown in Figure 24d, as the burst
frequency increases, the turbulence intensity distribution approaches that of the continuous
flow control, shown in Figure 24b. At burst frequency F+ = 6.29, as shown in Figure 24h,
the turbulence intensity distribution is most similar to that of the continuous flow control,
shown in Figure 24b.

Figure 25 shows how the turbulence intensity at the center position of the passage
vortex of Figure 24 changes with the change in the burst frequency. The value at no control
is shown by the black dash-dot-dash line, and the value at continuous flow control (BR = 1)
is shown by the black dash-dot-dot-dash line.
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Figure 25. Turbulence intensity at the center of passage vortex at various burst frequencies (BR = 0.5).

In Figure 25a, at a low burst frequency, the turbulence intensity is located in the
middle, between the value at no control and the value at continuous flow control. The
higher the burst frequency, the smaller the turbulence intensity, and, at F+ = 6.29, there is
a reduction of 50% compared with that at no control, which nearly agrees with the black
dash-dot-dot-dash line of continuous flow control. Even if the burst frequency increased
further, there was not much change.

Figure 25b shows a similar tendency. At a low burst frequency, the turbulence intensity
at the center of the passage vortex was closer to that at no control; however, it gradually
decreased as the burst frequency increased. At F+ = 0.629, the turbulence intensity was in
close agreement with the value for continuous flow control. The turbulence intensity at
F+ = 12.6 was reduced by 37% compared with that at no control.

As shown in Figure 25c, the turbulence intensity at a low burst frequency was close
to the value at no control, and it decreased gradually as the burst frequency increased. At
F+ = 0.629, a reduction in the turbulence intensity of 37% was observed compared with the
no-control condition. However, unlike passages 1 and 2, even at high burst frequencies, the
turbulence intensity remained higher than that under continuous flow control.

Figure 26 shows how the vorticity distribution of the secondary flow changes with
the change in the burst frequency. In the figure, the vortex at the center position of the
passage vortex and the positive and negative peak values of the vorticity are recorded.
Figure 26a,b are the vorticity distributions at no control and continuous flow control
(BR = 1), respectively, and they are the same as Figure 15a,n.

Figure 26c shows the vorticity distribution at the lowest burst frequency of F+ = 0.013,
and the distribution is similar to that with no control, as shown in Figure 26a. However,
the peak value of the vorticity is close to that of the continuous flow control (BR = 1), as
shown in Figure 26b. In passage 1, the vorticity reaches a negative peak value when the
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passage vortex hits the blade suction surface side. In addition, there is a positive peak value
of the vorticity in the vicinity of the blade suction surface. As shown in Figure 26d, the
higher burst frequency results in the movement of the negative vorticity region to the upper
endwall surface side because of the movement of the passage vortex to the upper endwall.
In passage 1, after F+ = 6.29, as shown in Figure 26h, a region in which the vorticity is
strongly negative is formed near the upper endwall surface, because the passage vortex
approaches the upper endwall surface.
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despite the burst ratio being halved (BR = 0.5), the vorticity at the passage vortex center is
approximetely the same as the continuous flow control line (BR = 1) at any burst frequency.
At F+ = 0.629, the vorticity decreased by as much as 67% compared with that at no control.
A 54% decrease was observed for the magnitude of vorticity at F+ = 0.629 of BR = 0.5
compared to that of the continuous flow control with BR = 1 (54% decrease). This indicates
that the burst flow control at BR = 0.5 also has the same or a greater vorticity reduction
effect compared to the continuous flow control at BR = 1. In passage 2, shown in Figure 27b,
the vorticity of the passage vortex center at any burst frequency of BR = 0.5 is also close to
that at continuous flow control. At F+ = 0.063, the vorticity decreased by as much as 75%
compared with that at no control. In passage 3, shown in Figure 27c, the vorticity was close
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to that of continuous flow control at the low burst frequency before F+ = 1.26. At F+ = 0.629,
the vorticity decreased by 72% compared with that at no control. In contrast, the vorticity
increased to F+ = 6.29 or higher. As observed in Figure 23c, the interaction between the
passage vortex and the upper endwall surface becomes stronger when moving the center
position of the passage vortex to the upper endwall side at a high burst frequency.
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Figure 27. Vorticity at the center of passage vortex at various burst frequencies (BR = 0.5).

Figure 28 illustrates the changes in the negative peak values of vorticity in response
to changes in the burst frequency in the vorticity distribution shown in Figure 26. In
passage 1, shown in Figure 28a, the negative peak vorticity is the lowest at F+ = 0.629, and
a decrease of 53% was observed compared with that at no control, which coincides with
that at continuous flow control of BR = 1. As the burst frequency decreases, the negative
peak value of the vorticity gradually increases. A 40% reduction in the magnitude of
vorticity is observed at F+ = 0.013. Conversely, when the burst frequency becomes larger
than F+ = 0.629, the magnitude of vorticity increases rapidly to F+ = 6.29 (where a 30%
decrease in the magnitude of vorticity is observed), after which it remains approximately
constant for values beyond F+ = 6.29. In passage 2, as shown in Figure 28b, the negative
vorticity is lowest at F+ = 0.126, and a 62% decrease is observed compared with that
at no control, which is marginally lower than that at continuous flow control of BR = 1
(59% reduction). At lower burst frequencies lower than F+ = 0.126, a slight increase in
vorticity is observed (55% reduction at F+ = 0.013). In contrast, higher burst frequencies
after F+ = 0.126 gradually increase the vorticity as the burst frequency becomes higher
(22% reduction at F+ = 12.6). As seen in Figure 28c, when the burst frequency is lower
than F+ = 0.629, the vorticity is virtually constant, and a decrease in vorticity by up to 50%
is observed at F+ = 0.063. This is practically the same value as that at continuous flow
control (BR = 1). In contrast, at F+ values of 1.26 or higher, higher F+ values result in higher
vorticity (30% reduction at F+ = 62.9). As observed in the vorticity distributions at a higher
burst frequency in Figure 26g–j, the passage vortex moves to the upper endwall side, the
interference between the vortex and the endwall surface becomes stronger, and a larger
vorticity region is generated.

The results from Figures 19–28 are summarized as follows: low burst frequency values
result in a decrease in the peak velocity of the passage vortex and passage vortex center and
negative peak vorticities; however, the position of the passage vortex center and turbulence
intensity at the vortex center increase. In contrast, a high burst frequency value leads
to decrease in the position of the vortex center and turbulence intensity of the passage;
however, an increase is observed in the peak velocity of the passage vortex, vorticity at
the vortex center, and negative peak vorticity. The dimensionless burst frequency around
F+ = 1 is balanced between the two effects, which appears to be appropriate.
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Figure 28. Negative peak vorticity at various burst frequencies (BR = 0.5).

To consider and discuss the energy consumption in the burst mode operation, VRR and
ηburst were also analyzed using Equations (6) and (7). The results of the analysis are shown
in Figure 29. Figure 29a shows the vorticity at the center of the passage vortex in passage 1
at various burst frequencies, which is the same as in Figure 27a. The difference between the
vorticities with no control and continuous flow control (BR = 1) is defined as 1 (100%) in
this figure. Figure 29b shows the vorticity reduction ratio calculated using Equation (4), as
previously described. Despite BR = 0.5, the effect of the vorticity reduction ratio at various
burst frequencies was greater than 1, which means that the reduction effect was larger than
that at BR = 1. The maximum VRR is 1.23 (123%) at F+ = 0.629. The maximum VRR is 0.97
(97%) at F+ = 0.013. Figure 29c shows the burst efficiency of vorticity reduction at various
burst frequencies. The efficiency considers the electric energy consumption at BR = 0.5,
and the burst efficiency is twice that of the VRR, as shown in Figure 29b. The maximum
efficiency is 2.46 (246%) at F+ = 0.629, which is approximately 2.5 times higher than the
efficiency at the baseline of the continuous mode operation, BR = 1. The variation owing to
the burst frequency is gentle; however, the efficiency around F+ = 1 is considered the most
suitable. At both lower and higher burst frequencies, away from F+ = 1, the burst efficiency
tends to decrease the vorticity reduction effect.
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Figure 29. Burst efficiency analyzed by the vorticity at the center of passage vortex in passage 1 at
various burst frequencies (BR = 0.5).

Some studies regarding the flow separation control on the suction surface of single air-
foils [4,5,11] concluded that the most effective non-dimensional burst frequency was around
F+ = 1. Although this study dealt with the passage vortex reduction of turbine blades, the
results were similar to those of the flow separation reduction control of single airfoils.
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4. Concluding Remarks

An experiment was conducted using a DBD plasma actuator to reduce the passage
vortex generated in a turbine cascade. This study focused on the drive in the burst mode of
a plasma actuator and clarified how the flow field changes when the burst ratio and burst
frequency are changed.

The main experimental results were as follows.
Burst ratio. The non-dimensionalized burst frequency was fixed at F+ = 1.26, and the

burst ratio was varied at BR = 0.01 (1% operation) to 1 (100% operation, continuous mode).

(1) Generally, as the burst ratio increases, the passage vortex weakens, and the center of
the passage vortex moves more toward the upper endwall surface and blade suction
surface side. However, it was clarified that the velocity distribution, streamlines of
the secondary flow, turbulence intensity distribution, and vorticity distribution did
not necessarily change proportionally with the change in the burst ratio and that the
turbulence intensity and vorticity were decreased or increased temporarily by the
movement of the passage vortex and the interaction between the passage vortex and
the upper endwall surface.

(2) The burst mode operation of the plasma actuator is more effective than continuous
mode operation in terms of electric energy consumption. In particular, at a very low
burst ratio of BR = 0.05 (5% operation), the burst efficiency becomes as much as 11.54
(1154%) compared with that in continuous mode operation.

Burst frequency. The burst ratio was fixed at BR = 0.5, and the non-dimensional burst
frequency varied from F+ = 0.013 to 62.9.

(3) Regarding the burst frequency, when the burst frequency is low, the peak velocity of
the passage vortex, vorticity at the passage vortex center, and negative peak vorticity
decrease; however, the distance of the center of the passage vortex from the upper
endwall surface and turbulence intensity at the vortex center increase. In contrast,
when the burst frequency is high, the position of the vortex center and the turbulence
intensity of the passage vortex center decrease, but the peak velocity of the passage
vortex, vorticity at the vortex center, and negative peak vorticity increase. The non-
dimensionalized burst frequency around F+ = 1 is balanced between the two effects,
which seems to be appropriate.

(4) When the energy consumption in burst mode operation is considered, the maximum
efficiency is 2.46 (246%) at F+ = 0.629, which is approximately 2.5 times higher than
the efficiency at the baseline of continuous mode operation.
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Nomenclature
BR Burst ratio
C Blade chord length (mm)
DBD Dielectric barrier discharge
f base Base frequency (1/s)
f burst Burst frequency (1/s)
F+ Non-dimensionalized burst frequency
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H Blade height (mm)
L Spanwise width of electrodes of plasma actuator (mm)
N Number of blades
PIV Particle image velocimetry
PV Passage vortex
Re Reynolds number
S Blade pitch (mm)
T Time (s)
t Thickness (mm)
Tu Turbulence intensity (%)
U Velocity (m/s)
V Input voltage (kV)
VRR Vorticity reduction ratio
X Horizontal coordinate of PIV domain (mm)
Y Vertical coordinate of PIV domain (mm)
Z Axial coordinate of turbine cascade (mm)
Greek symbols
α Blade angle (◦)
η Efficiency
Ω Vorticity component (1/s)
ξ Blade stagger angle (◦)
Subscripts
ax Axial
burst Burst mode operation
in Inlet flow
FS Freestream
out Outlet flow
PA Plasma actuator
p-p Peak to peak
XY X-Y measurement plane
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